I've been using Arch for a few years and it's a great distro however it's not the distro for everyone regardless of what some people shilling the distro might say, so here's the case against Arch Linux.

---

**Arch Linux Is A Great Distro But You Shouldn't Use It - Invidious**

---

**Linux Around The World: Saudi Arabia**
Unleash the open source hacking toolkit that’s just waiting for you to discover at the heart of every distro. From the basics of ping to the intricacies of nmap, we explore how you can hone your network hacking skills and take advantage of dedicated toolkits.

PLUS: Fully feature CMS tested, Linux in space, build smart ESPHome devices, get started with Portainer and Docker, emulate the Commodore 16, get to grips with FreeCAD and more!